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All people display emotions for the same reason – to invite a response from others. People share

their anxieties with others in hopes that they will help to carry the burden; and they let others in on

their sadness so they can offer support. The same is true for children. In response to demonstrating

their feelings, they want to know that they are loved and cared for, that their experiences are seen

and validated, and that they will be comforted and soothed in their pain.

 

The only difference is that kids tend to do this in a much less sophisticated way. When an adult

becomes frustrated, he will [hopefully] express his feelings calmly and verbally, in a way that seeks

to arrive at a solution. Kids, in contrast, do not have the words to express their feelings so they often

tell us through their actions and behaviors (i.e., screaming, shouting, kicking, tantrums,

disobedience, etc.). They also cannot fathom possible solutions, which can cause their emotional

reactions to feel big, scary, and permanent. With this in mind, a parent or caregiver's role is to help

kids find language to express their feelings and model effective and appropriate problem solving

behavior.

 

Let's look at a few examples.

 

Take for instance a 4-year-old Ryan, who is playing with some friends. He is using some blocks to

construct a garage for his toy car that is sitting next to him, when Nicholas comes over, grabs his car,

and drives it over to his play area. Ryan screams at Nicholas, “That is my car! Give it back!” and

snatches it out of his hand, accidentally scratching Nicholas. Obviously, Ryan is angry in this

situation, but he demonstrates his feeling behaviorally rather than verbally, and inadvertently

escalates the situation and harms his play partner. As an adult, it is easy to look at such a situation as

an overreaction, but if you put yourself in 4-year-old Ryan’s shoes, his reaction makes more sense.

First, Ryan does not have the words to express to Nicholas that he is feeling angry. All he knows is

that what has just happened is unfair and he does not feel good about it, so he demonstrates that

behaviorally by yelling and taking the car back aggressively. Giving kids language to talk about their

feelings helps them to understand what they are experiencing and gives them a sense of control

over their emotions. Additionally, kids at this age do not have the capacity to understand that

feelings and other experiences are temporary. This is why babies often cry when their mothers leave

– because they cannot mentally imagine a future when she comes back. Every experience feels

permanent. So for Ryan, when he begins feeling angry, he doesn’t only feel uncomfortable and out

of control, he feels as though this feeling will continue on indefinitely without resolve. That is why he

reacts so strongly. As an adult, you know there are solutions to this problems and that anger is

manageable and will eventually subside, so his reaction seems extreme. This is a moment for you as

the caregiver to step in and educate Ryan about his experience and model appropriate problem

solving.

Introduction: Emotional Displays
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Such experiences don’t only happen among young kids on the playground; they also take place in

more subtle ways throughout childhood and adolescence. For example, 13-year-old Tara storms

into the house after school one day, throws her backpack on the floor, goes to her room, and

slams and locks the door. She won’t open the door, but texts you from her bedroom and says,

“Becky is so awful, I thought she was my friend, but I guess I can’t trust people.” Later, over dinner,

Tara tells you that Becky told her friend circle about something she had shared in confidence, and

“now everyone knows my secret!” Although Becky at age 13 has some language to describe her

experience, she is clearly emotionally dysregulated. For adolescents, the social peer group is

everything. During this stage of development, kids are exploring identities and finding where they

belong in this world, all of which happens in a social setting. For Becky to betray Tara in this way is

particularly hurtful given her developmental stage. Tara is likely sad and angry about these events

but is not skilled at expressing these feelings verbally and effectively. Additionally, she is viewing

the situation through a catastrophic lens in which she is now humiliated in front of her entire social

group, leaving her without perceived support. Although Tara likely knows these feelings aren’t

permanent, the loss of her relationship may feel irreparable and devastating. By giving her

language to talk about her experience and exploring strategies for addressing this rift

in the friendship, you as the parent can help Tara learn emotion regulation strategies and

interpersonal communication skills. Let’s explore how this is done.

 

 

 

Parenting styles fall along a spectrum with respect to emotional health. In one extreme, parents can

be dismissive of their child’s emotional experience, denying or trivializing emotions. Because you

as an adult have better developed cognitive skills and emotion regulation strategies, a child’s

emotions may seem extreme or illogical. This can lead to dismissing or minimizing a child’s

emotional experience (see Table 1). For kids who have not fully developed cognitively, emotions

can feel confusing and overwhelming, often leading to inappropriate behavior. Your role as a

parent is to help them navigate these experiences in an appropriate way.

  

In the other extreme are parents who are completely overwhelmed by emotions. Rather than

dismissing them, they indulge them and allow themselves and their kids to be completely ruled by

their feelings. This often results in parents trying to protect their kids from emotionally upsetting

experiences because they fear the discomfort of doing so or don’t have the capacity to set

boundaries around the behaviors that emerge in response to such emotions. Your role as a parent

is not to shield your child from uncomfortable emotions, but rather to equip them to tolerate their

feelings and engage in healthy and constructive behaviors.

 

Parenting Styles
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In the middle of the spectrum lie parents who provide emotionally healthy responses to their kids’

emotions. They don’t approach their kids’ emotional experiences with a dismissive or indulgent

attitude, but instead are not able to offer guidance to navigate those emotions and set limits

around behaviors. Kids who are raised by parents who provide emotionally healthy responses

grow up to become people who are able to identify and regulate their emotions, trust their

interpretations of the world around them, and understand that having an uncomfortable emotion

does not mean something is inherently wrong with them.

Dismissive Responses Indulgent Responses

Stop Crying

You have nothing to be afraid of

Other people have it worse

You are being dramatic

Get over it

Don't be a baby

Preventing kids from encountering

opportunities that may induce strong

emotions

Teaching kids to avoid things that scare

them

Rescuing kids from failure so they don't

have to experience disappointment

Shielding kids from the consequences of

their actions

Kids who are NOT raised with emotionally healthy

responses from caregivers...

Cannot identify and regulate their own emotions

Won't trust their perceptions or interpretations of the world around them

Believe something is inherently flawed in them because ty have

uncomfortable emotions

Lack the capacity to control  impulses and delay gratification



54 Steps To Raising

Emotionally Healthy Children

Understand what it is like to be in your child’s shoes rather than dismissing their experience. This is

more challenging than it sounds because it requires suspending your own critical thinking skills and

going back to a time when your emotional tolerance was not as strong. It can be helpful to

remember yourself when you were your child’s age. What issues were important to you at that age?

What bothered you? What made you upset? How did you react?

 

In order to empathize with your child’s emotional experience, you must be in touch with your own

emotional experiences. This means not dismissing or being fearful of your own feelings. If you

cannot identify and sit with your own anger, sadness, frustration, or grief, you will have great difficulty

teaching your child to do so. As you seek to teach your child emotion regulation, you must be sure

you can regulate your own emotions. If you need help with this, reach out to a therapist. Many

people were not taught emotion regulation in childhood and grow up to become adults who do not

have the capacity to identify and manage their emotional experiences. But it’s never too late to learn!

 

Let's look at some examples of how the adults in Ryan's and Tara's situations might have been able

to empathize.

 

Ryan: His whole world is cars and he has worked diligently to make a garage out of blocks to

house and protect his cars. Now he has just had his car taken away from him without a sense

that he can recover his loss. Imagine something that means a lot to you (i.e., spouse, career,

hobby) and what it would be like to have that taken away. That feeling of loss that comes up

for you is the same feeling that is coming up for Ryan in this moment. Get in touch with what

that feels like so you can understand what he is experiencing and help him make sense of it.

Of course a 4-year-old’s toy car and your career are not equal, but the emotions that each of

you attach to those items is the same. Remember, his world is smaller than yours and he

needs to learn how to manage his feelings with the little things, like toys, if we expect him to

ever manage the feelings about the big things, like jobs and relationships.

 

Tara: A large portion of a teen’s identity is developed in a relational context. This is her

community and her social support and she feels that it is threatened by Becky’s sharing of her

secret. Can you imagine what it would feel like to be betrayed by your entire social network?

As an adult, you may be thinking this is “silly teenage girl drama” or rationalizing this situation

by knowing that the friends you have in middle school rarely turn out to be your friends in

adulthood. This may be true but the situation that Tara has presented is an opportunity to

teach her relationship skills that she will use in her friendships, marriage, and family as an adult

one day. So it is important to validate her experience and help her understand what she is

feeling and how she can respond.

Step 1: Express Empathy
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Separate the feeling from the behavior: 

Welcome ALL feelings

Do your own work first

Once you have validated and empathized with your child’s experience, help your child find words

to express what they are feeling.In the next section you will find step-by-step instructions for

processing emotions, but the following principles should guide those conversations.

 

Kids often confuse behaviors for emotions. For example, hitting equals anger, screaming

equals fear, or sadness equals tantrums or the silent treatment. While they are closely

linked, emotions and behaviors are not the same. This is helpful to remember as you help

your child navigate his emotions. When you set boundaries, set them around behaviors

and not around feelings. For example, “It’s ok to be frustrated, but you may not yell at your

mother;” or, “I see you are upset, but we don’t use curse words in this house.” Emotions

don’t make kids lie, hit, yell, talkback, or disobey. Those are all decisions that a child

chooses. Helping your child differentiate between feelings and behaviors leads to a

feeling of safety in the discussion of difficult emotions. Many parents are wary of

discussing big, uncomfortable emotions with their kids because they fear the negative

behaviors  that may come along with them. But it is possible to welcome and validate a

child’s feelings while still holding strong boundaries around behaviors.

 

Many adults either explicitly believe or implicitly operate as thought there are good and

bad emotions. However, all emotions are just data that tell a person about his/her

experience. They are neither inherently good nor bad. But if adults treat certain emotions

as positive and others as negative, then it can discourage kids from sharing those hard

emotions. Make sure you are creating space for any emotion your child may be

experiencing.

 

You cannot teach your kids something that you do not know yourself, so it is important

for you as a parent to be able to identify and manage your own emotions. Share your

feelings and demonstrate your decision-making and coping process. Kids learn so much

more from what is modeled to them than from what is said to them, so place an emphasis

on practicing what you are preaching! In order to assist with this, a

primer on emotions is offered below.

Step 2: Identify Emotions



A Primer on Emotions

There are six primary emotions experienced by all people. Primary emotions are direct responses to

external events. For example, you may feel fearful when speaking in front of a large audience, or sad

following the death of a loved one. The 6 Primary Emotions are:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You might look at this list and categorize the first four as negative emotions and the last two as

positive emotions. But there truth is, there are no good or bad emotions – they all serve a purpose

and are necessary for our survival.  In order to be emotionally healthy, you must have an appropriate

relationship with all of your emotions. This starts with understanding the purpose of each emotion.

Below are some ways in which  the six primary emotions speak to us.

 

 

 

Anger

Sadness

Disgust/Shame

Fear

Love/Excitement

Joy

Anger

Sadness

Disgust/Shame

Fear

Love/Excitement

Joy

causes us to be assertive and gives us energy to defend

ourselves and others, orients us toward justice

causes us to seek support and connect with other

causes us to not return to things that we have learned are

unhealthy or harmful to us or our community 

causes us to avoid behaviors and situations that are dangerous

to  direct our focus to new situations that need our attention

to tell us which people and situations are having a positive effect

on us
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The Feeling Wheel

For kids, emotions can feel scary and overwhelming. The first step in regulating them is being able

to name them. Being able to put a label on an experience makes it feel less confusing and more

manageable. Below are some tools you can use with your child to help them name their emotions.

The Feeling Wheel helps kids find language to label their experiences. Start in the middle

of the wheel with the 6 core emotions and move outward to find descriptors for more

nuanced experiences.

 

 

 

Naming Emotions
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Multiple  Choice

Reflect Back

Interpret Their Feelings

New experiences can be confusing for kids, so giving them some multiple choice options

for what they might be feeling can be helpful. “Tell me about why you don’t feel like going

to school today. Maybe you are feeling anxious about something in one of your classes?

Or you are embarrassed by something that happened yesterday?”

 

Reflect back to your child what he or she is feeling so they know that they are seen and

heard.  “I can see you are really sad you didn’t get chosen for that part in the play. Do you

want to tell me about it?”

 

Offer your child an interpretation of how their feelings might be affecting them, and then

ask your child if you got it correctly. Don't be afraid to get it wrong! Even in correcting you,

your child will be able to clarify their emotional experience. “It seems like you are anxious

about to Beth’s birthday party. I imagine you feel this way because Andrea will be there,

and she really hurt your feelings last week. Is that right?”

 

Once you have helped your child name their feelings, you can begin to help them understand the

meaning behind their emotions. As was previously mentioned, all emotions serve a function – even

the uncomfortable ones. Help your child to understand the meaning behind their feelings.  For

example, your child may feel sad abut their dog dying, and you can help them make the connection

between their feeling of sadness and the fact that they loved and missed their dog: “Your sadness

feels really heavy right now because you loved and cared about your dog so much. It’s hard to

imagine life without him and you are grieving that loss right now.” Remember, emotions are just data

about one’s experience; but kids need help and guidance in interpreting that data. Below are a few

examples building on the interactions with Ryan and Tara.

 

Ryan : "I can see that you are angry because Nicholas took your car. That probably didn't feel

fair, did it?"

 

Tara: "I hate that you are feeling so upset, but I can understand why this hurt your feelings.

Maybe you feel sad? Or angry? Or both? It would make sense that you are feeling sad or

angry in this situation because it feels like you were betrayed by a friend. Is that right?"

 

 

 

 

 

Naming Emotions
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Step 1: Set limits - Be very explicit about what behaviors, words, and actions are not allowed.

Be careful not to punish emotional expressions (i.e., tears), but clearly and consistently explain

to kids what choices will not be tolerated (i.e., name calling, yelling, hitting, etc.).

Step 2: Give kids options - In addition to clearly identifying words and behaviors that are off-

limits, help kids find appropriate ways to express their feelings and calm themselves down.

Some suggestions are offered on the following page, and the next few pages contain

worksheets that you and your child can fill out with age-appropriate options to turn to when

the feelings get overwhelming. When your child is not making appropriate choices in the

expression of their emotions, direct them to this chart to help them make a better choice.

Once your child comes to you with a difficult emotion and you have named it and empathized with

them, then you can begin to soothe your child. As infants, parents do all of the soothing, and then as

kids grow up, they begin to self-soothe. When children are younger, we offer hugs, kisses, cuddles,

words of encouragement, and back rubs to help regulate their emotions. They learn from these

experiences of being comforted that feelings are only temporary and that they can do things to calm

themselves down. Once they get older and have a firmer grasp on their emotions, they can begin to

use coping skills independently.

 

During the soothing stage, boundary setting becomes crucial because kids often act impulsively

and cause harm when they are attempting to express and cope with uncomfortable emotions. Set

limits on what behaviors are not allowed and help kids find appropriate ways to soothe themselves.

 

 

·     

It is critical that empathizing with and identifying your child’s emotional experience happen first

before moving to the soothing step. As caregivers, it is hard to watch kids feel sad, angry, upset,

or frustrated, so our natural tendency is jump straight to the soothing step. While doing so puts an

end to the immediate discomfort, it does not provide the child with the opportunity to learn how to

process his or her own emotions, which can result in a grown adult without the ability to regulate

feelings. If we want our children to grow up into emotionally healthy adults, we must provide them

opportunities to practice their emotion regulation skills in a safe, boundaried, and age-appropriate

way. Below are some examples of how soothing and boundary setting may have played out with

Ryan and Tara.

 

Ryan: "The way you asked for your car back was not kind. Let's count to ten and take a couple

of deep breaths before trying agin."

 

Tara: "We do not slam doors in this house but if you would like to talk about it, your father and I

are here for you. I also understand that you may need some time alone to sort out your

thoughts. Maybe you'd like to go for a walk and think about what happened?

Step 3: Soothing



30 Healthy Ways Kids Can Express Their Emotions

and Comfort Themselves

Use my words to talk about my

feelings

Ask mom or dad for help

Color a picture

Draw my feelings

Write about what I am

experiencing

Make an art project

Ask for a hug

Do deep belly breathing

Go for a walk

Read a book

Pet my dog or cat Walk away from what is

frustrating me

Hug a stuffed animal

Call grandma

Text my brother, sister, or

friend

Get a drink of water

Count backward from 10

Do 20 jumping jacks

Imagine my happy place

Squeeze a stress ball

Listen to my favorite song

Tell myself a joke

Play with play-dough

Blow bubbles

Ride my bike or scooter

Bounce a ball

Do a puzzle

Take a break

Take a nap

Take a shower or bath
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When I feel sad, 

I can...



When I feel angry, 

I can...



When I feel worried, 

I can...
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Once your child has expressed and regulated his or her emotions, you can begin problem solving.

This is the last step for a reason! If you skip the other steps and go straight to problem-solving, it

dismisses your child’s emotional experience. Because adults have more developed

coping skills and cognitive abilities, it is easy to jump straight to solving the problem. But doing so

does not allow your child the opportunity learn to express and process their emotions. In addition,

many parents jump straight to the problem solving stage and skip the empathizing, identifying, and

soothing steps because they are uncomfortable with their own emotions that arise during that

process. If this is you, working with a therapist can help you regulate your own emotions so that you

can also do so for your child.

 

There is relatively little to say about problem solving because this is the part that most parent’s do

well. All parents were once kids and teenagers themselves, so they have a lifetime of wisdom to

draw upon. This is also when you have the opportunity to teach your values to your kids. The main

thing to focus on in this step is timing. If you try to problem solve too soon, your advice may fall on

deaf ears. If your child feels invalidated, confused by their experience, or emotionally overwhelmed,

they won’t be able to use their critical thinking skills and make wise decisions. So after you have

expressed empathy, helped your child name their emotional experience, and soothed your child,

then you can begin to address the problem that contributed to the emotion.

 

 

 

Sometimes a child’s emotional experience moves out of the realm of typical and into the territory of

a mental health condition. About 1 in 5 kids meets criteria for a diagnosable mental health condition,

and most mental illnesses have an average onset before age 18.  The line between normal

emotional experiences and mental health conditions is often very blurry, especially in childhood and

adolescence. If you suspect your child’s experiences may reflect a mental health disorder, seek

professional help. Early detection and intervention are crucial in the treatment of pediatric mental

illness. As a parent, you can speak to your pediatrician, ask for referrals to a therapist, get an

evaluation at school, and talk openly with your child about what they are going through.

Step 4: Problem Solving

When to Call a Professional

Signs Your Child May Need Mental Health Treatment

Feeling sad and withdrawn for more than two

weeks with no identifiable stressor

Thoughts of killing oneself

Discrete episodes of intense anxiety as

evidenced by racing heart rate, shallow breathing,

dizziness, numbness, or a choking sensation

Drug or alcohol use

Not eating or significant weight loss

Difficulty concentrating to the point that it

interferes with school performance

Intense fear that prevents participation in

enjoyable activies

Risk behavior that harms self, others, or

property
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Stop crying. You're being a

baby.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You have nothing to be afraid

of.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quit being so dramatic and

do your chores.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sticks and stones may break

my bones but words will

never hurt me.

Unhelpful

Putting It All Together

Helpful Most Helpful

I can see you are really sad

about what happened but

you are not allowed to yell at

your sister.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Of course you are nervous! I

was nervous to try out for the

baseball team in high school

too.

 

 

 

 

 

 

I know you are angry that you

have to do your chores

before you can go out and

play, but those are the rules.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I know that her words really

hurt you. I imagine you might

be feeling sad or lonely. Is

that right?

I can see you are really sad

about what happened but

you are not allowed to yell at

your sister. I need you to use

your words kindly and

respectfully. Do you want to

take a couple deep breaths

or grab your teddy bear to

help you calm down?

 

Of course you are nervous! I

was nervous to try out for the

baseball team in high school

too. You are probably feeling

nervous because you might

be sad if you don't make the

team. Would you like to

practice this weekend so you

feel more prepared?

 

It seems like you are really

angry right now. You are not

allowed to raise your voice

and talk back to your mother.

You may go out and play

once your chores are done.

Would you like to put on

some music to make doing

those chores more

enjoyable?

 

I know that her words really

hurt you. I imagine you might

be feeling sad or lonely?

Would you like a hug or some

cuddles? We can also talk

about what happened.  
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